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Star formation on global scales:

Predicted star formation 
rates far too high:

~ few 100 M⊙/year

Actual star formation rate: ~ 4 M⊙/year

e.g.  Tinsley 1973, Diehl et al. 2006, Murray & Rahman 2009, 
Robitaille & Whitney 2010

Zuckerman & Evans 1974, Zuckerman & Palmer 1974 

M(H2)
tff
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Resolving the low star formation rate

 Only a small fraction of gas forms stars (low star 
formation efficiency) 

 Gas takes longer than a free fall time to collapse 
(Zuckerman & Evans 1974: motions in clouds local, not 
global)

 Molecular clouds are not globally gravitationally bound

 Clouds are disrupted prematurely (by stellar feedback)

 Some combination of the above
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What processes might be responsible? 

 Stellar Feedback (Supernovae, Stellar winds, Radiation 
pressure, Ionisation, Outflows, Jets - see talks by Eve Ostriker, 
Christoph Federrath, Jim Dale, Laura Lopez, Stella Offner) 

 Spiral shocks / Galactic shear

 Magnetic fields

 Cloud accretion / cloud-cloud collisions

 External accretion onto galactic disc

 External pressure (see Sharon Meidt’s talk)

Some might also increase star formation
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In the absence of feedback or magnetic fields:

Global disc simulations 
or resimulations of 
regions of galaxies

Tasker 2011, Van Loo et al. 2013, 
Bonnell et al. 2013

see talks by Tasker & Bonnell

The Astrophysical Journal, 764:36 (14pp), 2013 February 10 Van Loo, Butler, & Tan

Figure 16. Left: the star formation rate (ΣSFR) as a function of the gas surface density. The symbols show the observations of Bigiel et al. (2008), while the solid
line shows the evolution of ΣSFR in Run 7. The arrow shows the direction of the evolution. The star formation rate quickly rises to more than 100 times the observed
value—a result both of the initial condition having a relatively high mass fractions of dense gas and the lack of support from magnetic fields or disruption by stellar
feedback. Gas is consumed, but the SFR remains about 100 times larger than the levels seen in galactic disks with similar gas content. Right: ΣSFR (solid) as a function
of time for Run 7. The dashed line shows the rescaled mass fraction of gas in dense clumps for Run 7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Similarly, the dense clump mass fraction drops to 2% of the
total mass compared to 32% in Run 6. As the stellar mass
is about half of the total mass after 10 Myr and star cluster
particles only originate within dense clumps, this suggests that
the dense clump gas is continuously replenished from the lower
density molecular gas. This replenishment, however, does not
keep up with the rate at which the dense clumps convert gas
into stars. The free-fall time of gas within the clump is shorter
than the free-fall time of the region surrounding the clump, i.e.,
the mean density decreases when including the gas around the
clump. Hence, the mass fraction in dense clumps decreases with
time. As the star formation rate depends on the gas mass in dense
clumps (Equation (2)), the evolution of the star formation rate
should follow the curve of the mass fraction of the dense clumps.
Figure 16 indeed shows that this is the case with a maximum
star formation rate of 1.8 M! yr−1 kpc−2 after 2 Myr and then a
steady decrease to 0.2 M! yr−1 kpc−2 at 10 Myr. This is more
than two orders of magnitude more than the star formation rates
observed by Bigiel et al. (2008; see Figure 16).

Of course, the star formation rates in Run 7 depend on the
values of the parameters εff and potentially on M∗,min and nH,sf
in the star formation routine. We did additional simulations
where we varied these parameters. Increasing M∗,min to 200 M!
shortens the run time of the simulation as the number of star
particles in the simulation decreases, but it does not change the
star formation rate. The total stellar mass only deviated by less
than 2%. By changing nH,sf to 104 cm−3, stars start to form
earlier as these densities are reached at earlier times. However,
the overall star formation rate is not affected very much: the
total stellar mass only increases by 6%. On the other hand, if
we increase nH,sf to 106 cm−3 the stellar mass decreases by
≈26%. The increased critical density reduces the gas reservoir
from which the star particles form, although only by a relatively
small amount.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated the star formation process down to
!parsec scales in a galactic disk. We extracted a kiloparsec-
scale patch of the disk from the large, global simulation of
TT09 and increased the resolution down to 0.5 pc. This allowed

us to study the structure and evolution of GMCs in greater detail.
We also included additional physics such as heating, atomic and
molecular cooling, and a simplified approach to star formation.
So far we have neglected the countering effects of magnetic
fields and localized stellar feedback.

We used a novel approach to include molecular cooling in
our models. The formation of molecules depends strongly on
the amount of attenuation of the radiation field. From a high-
resolution simulation including the atomic cooling function of
Sánchez-Salcedo et al. (2002) that reproduces the equilibrium
phase curve of Wolfire et al. (1995) we find that the column
extinction can be expressed as a function of gas density. Such
a one-to-one relation eliminates the need for time-consuming
column-extinction calculations to assess the attenuation of the
radiation field in the numerical simulations. We also use this
extinction-density relation to generate a table of cooling and
heating rates as a function of density and temperature with
the code Cloudy. The resulting cooling function resembles the
atomic cooling function up to densities of 102 cm−3, above
which molecular species start to dominate the cooling rates.
However, we need to keep in mind that the heating and cooling
rates are only first order approximations as the extinction law
is only a mean relation and as local abundance variations and
time-dependent chemistry are not considered. Furthermore, the
simulations do not take into account the local generation of FUV
radiation from young star clusters.

With an increased resolution of ∼0.5 pc our simulations are
able to capture a significant range of the internal structure of
molecular clouds. While the global properties, such as the mass
in the molecular clouds, remain the same, filaments and dense
clumps form within the clouds shifting the mass distribution to-
ward higher densities. The mass distribution within the molecu-
lar clouds are independent of the applied cooling function even
though the three cooling functions describe different aspects of
the thermal properties of the ISM. This suggests that the ther-
mal pressure is of minor importance within the gravitationally
bound clouds. Then self-gravity and non-thermal motions de-
termine the cloud structure. The nonthermal motions are driven
by bulk cloud motions inherited by the GMCs that were formed
and evolved in a shearing galactic disk where cloud-cloud col-
lisions are frequent and influence GMC dynamics (TT09; Tan
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our models. The formation of molecules depends strongly on
the amount of attenuation of the radiation field. From a high-
resolution simulation including the atomic cooling function of
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a one-to-one relation eliminates the need for time-consuming
column-extinction calculations to assess the attenuation of the
radiation field in the numerical simulations. We also use this
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the code Cloudy. The resulting cooling function resembles the
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which molecular species start to dominate the cooling rates.
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rates are only first order approximations as the extinction law
is only a mean relation and as local abundance variations and
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Star formation rates too high
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Stellar Feedback

Energy injection into the ISM: (MacLow & Klessen 2004)

The number of OB associations contributing substantial amounts of energy can be drawn from the McKee &
Williams (1997) cluster luminosity function

N (> S49) = 6.1

(

108

S49
− 1

)

, (53)

where N is the number of associations with ionizing photon luminosity exceeding S49 = S/(1049 s−1). The luminosity
function is rather flat below S49 = 2.4, the theoretical luminosity of the highest-mass single star considered (120 M")
so taking its value at S49 = 1 is about right, giving N (> 1) = 650 clusters.

To derive an energy input rate per unit volume ė from the mean momentum input per cluster 〈δp〉, we need to
estimate the average velocity of momentum input vi, the time over which it occurs ti, and the volume V under
consideration. Typically expansion will not occur supersonically with respect to the interior, so vi < cs,i, where
cs,i $ 10 km s−1 is the sound speed of the ionized gas. McKee & Williams (1997) argue that clusters go through
about five generations of massive star formation, where each generation lasts 〈t∗〉 ≈ 3.7 Myr. The scale height for
massive clusters is Hc ∼ 100 pc (e.g. Bronfman et al. 2000), and the radius of the star-forming disk is roughly
Rsf ∼ 15 kpc, so the relevant volume V = 2πR2

sfHc. The energy input rate from Hii regions is then

ė =
〈δp〉N (> 1)vi

V ti

= (3 × 10−30 erg s−1 cm
−3

)

(

NH

1.5 × 1022 cm−2

)−3/14( Mcl

106 M"

)1/14 ( 〈M∗〉

440 M"

)(

N (> 1)

650

)

×

×

(

vi

10 km s−1

)(

Hc

100 pc

)−1( Rsf

15 kpc

)−2( ti
18.5 Myr

)−1

, (54)

where all the scalings are appropriate for the Milky Way as discussed above. Nearly all of the energy in ionizing
radiation goes towards maintaining the ionization and temperature of the diffuse medium, and hardly any towards
driving turbulence. Flows of ionized gas may be important very close to young clusters and may terminate star
formation locally (Section IV.J), but do not appear to contribute significantly on a global scale.

c. Supernovae

The largest contribution from massive stars to interstellar turbulence comes from supernova explosions. To estimate
their energy input rate, we begin by finding the supernova rate in the Galaxy σSN . Cappellaro et al. (1999) estimate
the total supernova rate in supernova units to be 0.72 ± 0.21 SNu for galaxies of type S0a-b and 1.21 ± 0.37 SNu
for galaxies of type Sbc-d, where 1 SNu = 1 SN (100 yr)−1(1010LB/L")−1, and LB is the blue luminosity of the
galaxy. Taking the Milky Way as lying between Sb and Sbc, we estimate σSN = 1 SNu. Using a Galactic luminosity
of LB = 2 × 1010 L", we find a supernova rate of (50 yr)−1, which agrees well with the estimate in equation (A4) of
McKee (1989). If we use the same scale height Hc and star-forming radius Rsf as above, we can compute the energy
input rate from supernova explosions with energy ESN = 1051 erg to be

ė =
σSNηSNESN

πR2
sfHc

= (3 × 10−26 erg s−1 cm
−3

)
(ηSN

0.1

)( σSN

1 SNu

)

(

Hc

100 pc

)−1( Rsf

15 kpc

)−2( ESN

1051 erg

)

. (55)

The efficiency of energy transfer from supernova blast waves to the interstellar gas ηSN depends on the strength of
radiative cooling in the initial shock, which will be much stronger in the absence of a surrounding superbubble (e.g.
Heiles 1990). Substantial amounts of energy can escape in the vertical direction in superbubbles as well, however.
Norman & Ferrara (1996) make an analytic estimate of the effectiveness of driving by SN remnants and superbubbles.
The scaling factor ηSN $ 0.1 used here was derived by Thornton et al. (1998) from detailed, 1D, numerical simulations
of SNe expanding in a uniform ISM. It can alternatively be drawn from momentum conservation arguments (eq. 48),
comparing a typical expansion velocity of 100 km s−1 to typical interstellar turbulence velocity of 10 km s−1. Multi-
dimensional models of the interactions of multiple SN remnants (e.g. Avillez 2000) are required to better determine
the effective scaling factor.

Supernova driving appears to be powerful enough to maintain the turbulence even with the dissipation rates
estimated in Eq. (42). It provides a large-scale self-regulation mechanism for star formation in disks with sufficient
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4. Massive stars

In active star-forming galaxies, massive stars probably dominate the driving. They could do so through ionizing
radiation and stellar winds from O stars, or clustered and field supernova explosions, predominantly from B stars no
longer associated with their parent gas. The supernovae appear likely to be most important, as we now show.

a. Stellar winds

First, we consider stellar winds. The total energy input from a line-driven stellar wind over the main-sequence
lifetime of an early O star can equal the energy from its supernova explosion, and the Wolf-Rayet wind can be even
more powerful. However, the mass-loss rate from stellar winds drops as roughly the sixth power of the star’s luminosity
if we take into account that stellar luminosity varies as the fourth power of stellar mass (Vink, de Koter & Lamers
2000), while the powerful Wolf-Rayet winds (Nugis & Lamers 2000) last only 105 years or so, so only the very most
massive stars contribute substantial energy from stellar winds. The energy from supernova explosions, on the other
hand, remains nearly constant down to the least massive star that can explode. As there are far more lower-mass
stars than massive stars, with a Salpeter IMF giving a power-law in mass of α = −2.35 (Eq. 8), supernova explosions
inevitably dominate over stellar winds after the first few million years of the lifetime of an OB association.

b. Ionizing radiation

Next, we consider ionizing radiation from OB stars. The total amount of energy contained in ionizing radiation is
vast. Abbott (1982) estimates the integrated luminosity of ionizing radiation in the disk of the Milky Way to be

ė = 1.5 × 10−24 erg s−1 cm
−3

. (50)

However, only a small fraction of this total energy goes to driving interstellar motions.
Ionizing radiation contributes to interstellar turbulence in two ways. First, it ionizes the diffuse interstellar gas,

heating it to 7,000–10,000 K and adding energy to it. As this gas cools, it contracts due to thermal instabilities,
driving turbulent flows, as modeled by Kritsuk & Norman (2002a,b). They modeled the flow in a cooling instability
after a sudden increase in heating by a factor of five, and found that a flow with peak thermal energy of Eth gains a
peak kinetic energy of roughly Ekin = ηcEth, with ηc # 0.07. Parravano, Hollenbach, & McKee (2003) find that the
local UV radiation field, and thus the photoelectric heating rate, increases by a factor of 2–3 due to the formation of
a nearby OB association every 100–200 Myr. However, substantial motions only lasted about 1 Myr after a heating
event in the model by Kritsuk & Norman (2002b). We can estimate the energy input from this mechanism on average
by taking the kinetic energy input from the heating event and dividing by the typical time τOB between heating
events. If we take the thermal energy to be that of n = 1 cm−3 gas at 104 K (perhaps a bit higher than typical), we
find that

ė =
3

2
nkT ηc/τOB # (5 × 10−29 erg cm−3 s−1)

( n

1 cm−3

)

(

T

104 K

)

( ηc

0.07

)

(

τOB

100 Myr

)−1

. (51)

Although comparable to some other proposed energy sources discussed here, this mechanism appears unlikely to be
as important as the supernova explosions from the same OB stars, as discussed below.

The second way that ionization drives turbulence is through driving the supersonic expansion of Hii regions after
photoionization heating raises their pressures above that of the surrounding neutral gas. Matzner (2002) computes
the momentum input from the expansion of an individual Hii region into a surrounding molecular cloud, as a function
of the cloud mass and the ionizing luminosity of the central OB association. By integrating over the Hii region
luminosity function derived by McKee & Williams (1997), he finds that the average momentum input from a Galactic
region is

〈δp〉 # (260 kms−1)

(

NH

1.5 × 1022 cm−2

)−3/14( Mcl

106 M"

)1/14

〈M∗〉. (52)

The column density NH is scaled to the mean value for Galactic molecular clouds (Solomon et al. 1987), which varies
little as cloud mass Mcl changes. The mean stellar mass per cluster in the Galaxy 〈M∗〉 = 440 M" (Matzner 2002).
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(2001) gives a detailed critique of these models. In very low density disks, where even the dense filaments remained
Toomre stable, this mechanism might operate, however.

Wada et al. (2002) estimated the energy input from this mechanism using equation (44), where, in the absence of
significant Maxwell stresses, the stress tensor is given by the Newton stresses resulting from correlations in the grav-
itational velocity uG as TRΦ = 〈ρuGRuGΦ〉 (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972). The Newton stresses will only add energy
if a positive correlation between radial and azimuthal gravitational forces exists, however, which is not demonstrated
by Wada et al. (2002). Nevertheless, they estimate the order of magnitude of the energy input from Newton stresses
as

ė # G(Σg/H)2λ2Ω

# (4 × 10−29 erg cm−3 s
−1

)

(

Σg

10 M" pc−2

)2( H

100 pc

)−2( λ

100 pc

)2( Ω

(220 Myr)−1

)

, (46)

where G is the gravitational constant, Σg the density of gas, H , the scale height of the gas, λ the length scale of
turbulent perturbations, and Ω the angular velocity of the disk. Values chosen are appropriate for the Milky Way.
This is two orders of magnitude below the value required to maintain interstellar turbulence (Eq. [42]).

3. Protostellar outflows

Protostellar jets and outflows are a popular suspect for the energy source of the observed turbulence in molecular
clouds. We can estimate their average energy input rate into the overall ISM, following McKee (1989), by assuming
that some fraction fw of the mass accreted onto a star during its formation is expelled in a wind travelling at roughly
the escape velocity. Shu et al. (1988) argue that fw ≈ 0.4, and that most of the mass is ejected from close to the
stellar surface, where the escape velocity

vesc =

(

2GM

R

)1/2

= (200 kms−1)

(

M

1 M"

)1/2( R

10 R"

)−1/2

, (47)

with scaling appropriate for a solar-type protostar with radius R = 10 R". Observations of neutral atomic winds from
protostars show outflow velocities of roughly this value (Lizano et al. 1988, Giovanardi et al. 2000).

The total energy input from protostellar winds will substantially exceed the amount that can be transferred to the
turbulence because of radiative cooling at the wind termination shock. We represent the fraction of energy lost there
by ηw. A reasonable upper limit to the energy loss is offered by assuming fully effective radiation and momentum
conservation, so that

ηw <
vrms

vw
= 0.05

( vrms

10 kms−1

)

(

200 kms−1

vw

)

, (48)

where vrms is the rms velocity of the turbulence, and we have assumed that the flow is coupled to the turbulence at
typical velocities for the diffuse ISM. If we assumed that most of the energy went into driving dense gas, the efficiency
would be lower, as typical rms velocities for CO outflows are only 1–2 km s−1. The energy injection rate

ė =
1

2
fwηw

Σ̇∗

H
v2
w

# (2 × 10−28 erg cm−3 s−1)

(

H

200 pc

)−1( fw

0.4

)

×

×
( vw

200 kms−1

)( vrms

10 kms−1

)

(

Σ̇∗

4.5 × 10−9 M" pc−2 yr−1

)

, (49)

where Σ̇∗ is the surface density of star formation, and H is the scale height of the star-forming disk. The scaling value
used for Σ̇∗ is the solar neighborhood value (McKee 1989).

Although protostellar jets and winds are indeed quite energetic, they deposit most of their energy into low density
gas (Henning 1989), as is shown by the observation of multi-parsec long jets extending completely out of molecular
clouds (Bally & Devine 1994). Furthermore, observed motions of molecular gas show increasing power on scales all
the way up to and perhaps beyond the largest scale of molecular cloud complexes (Ossenkopf & Mac Low 2002). It
is hard to see how such large scales could be driven by protostars embedded in the clouds.
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where G is the gravitational constant, Σg the density of gas, H , the scale height of the gas, λ the length scale of
turbulent perturbations, and Ω the angular velocity of the disk. Values chosen are appropriate for the Milky Way.
This is two orders of magnitude below the value required to maintain interstellar turbulence (Eq. [42]).
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with scaling appropriate for a solar-type protostar with radius R = 10 R". Observations of neutral atomic winds from
protostars show outflow velocities of roughly this value (Lizano et al. 1988, Giovanardi et al. 2000).
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Although protostellar jets and winds are indeed quite energetic, they deposit most of their energy into low density
gas (Henning 1989), as is shown by the observation of multi-parsec long jets extending completely out of molecular
clouds (Bally & Devine 1994). Furthermore, observed motions of molecular gas show increasing power on scales all
the way up to and perhaps beyond the largest scale of molecular cloud complexes (Ossenkopf & Mac Low 2002). It
is hard to see how such large scales could be driven by protostars embedded in the clouds.
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Radiation pressure: dependent on luminosity (but could be ~ 
supernovae)

Protostellar Outflows:

Ionising radiation:

Supernovae:

Stellar winds: Dependent on mass (but could be ~ supernovae)
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Stellar Feedback
Analytical models

e.g. Goldbaum et al. 2011, 
Ostriker et al. 2010

cannot take into account 
inhomogeneity of clouds, 

stochasticity etc.

Simulations

include feedback by 
inserting thermal energy 

and / or momentum

models vary, and difficult to 
include many processes

 simulations / models universally show a reduction in 
SFR, or propose a regulation of SFR with stellar feedback

 supernova rate ~ 1 per 50 years (e.g. Diehl et al. 2006)
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Stellar Feedback

Reduces star formation rate

No. 2, 2010 MOLECULAR CLOUD EVOLUTION. III. 1309

Figure 8. Evolution of the total (dense gas + stars) mass for the four simulations.
The SA simulations are shown in the top panel, while the LA runs are shown
in the bottom panel. The black, solid lines refer to simulations with feedback
and the red, dotted lines represent runs without it. The colors are shown in the
online version only.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

feedback we use is unable to overwhelm the large gravitational
potential well of these clouds and their enveloping “atomic” gas
reservoirs.

Instead, complete destruction seems to be able to occur in
small clumps. This can be seen in the animation corresponding to
Figure 3, in which various small clumps are seen to be destroyed
by their stellar products. Three particularly conspicuous ones are
as follows: first, the one that forms a stellar particle at the very
starting frame (record 179) of the animation, slightly above and
to the right of the screen’s center. Next, another stellar particle
appears in the clump almost at the left border of the frame,
about 2/3 of the way from bottom to top, at record 187. Finally,
a third particle appears at record 189, slightly below and to the
right of the screen’s center, as the result of the collision of two
clumps. In all of these cases, a single stellar particle is formed
(∼120 M"), and the clump is destroyed. It is worth noting that
actually, the expansion of the H ii regions formed produces new
clumps from the material collected around it, but these new
clumps either disperse or simply do not form new stars.

Thus, we conclude, similarly to Krumholz et al. (2006),
that small clouds (“clumps”) are rapidly destroyed, while large
clouds may survive for longer times. However, our clouds
exhibit a fundamental difference with respect to the model
considered by those authors, namely that the clouds are accreting
in general. In the following section, we now discuss this feature.

4.3.2. Accretion Versus Feedback

One crucial feature in all our simulations is that the clouds are
accreting material from the surrounding diffuse medium. This
is fundamentally different from models in which the clouds are
isolated entities, in rough balance between their self-gravity and
the turbulent pressure, possibly driven by the stellar feedback.
The accretion competes with star formation and stellar feedback

LAF0
LAF1
SAF0
SAF1

t(Myr)
20 25 30 35 40

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

Figure 9. Evolution of the instantaneous SFE, as defined in Equation (3), in the
full simulation box in the four runs.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

in regulating the cloud’s mass and coherence, with important
consequences. First of all, this implies that simple observational
estimates of the SFE in GMCs based on measuring the stellar
mass and dividing it by the cloud’s mass may be failing to take
into account the additional “raw material” for SF contained in
the part (or the whole) of the atomic envelope of the clouds that
will eventually be incorporated into the GMC.

Second, the competition between feedback and accretion
may explain our observation from Section 4.2 that cases with
feedback are characterized by larger dense gas masses and
smaller stellar masses than their counterparts without feedback.
The smaller stellar mass is not surprising, as the obvious effect
of stellar feedback is to reheat the cold, collapsing star-forming
gas, thus reducing the SFR. However, the larger cold gas mass
in the presence of feedback is indeed surprising, since both gas
consumption by star formation and the “ionization” by stellar
feedback act to reduce the dense gas mass. Our result implies
that the rate of dense gas consumption by star formation far
outweighs its rate of destruction by stellar feedback, so that
the net effect of reducing the SFR is to allow a larger amount
of dense gas to be collected by the accretion. This scenario
is supported by Figure 8, which shows the total mass (dense
gas + stars) in the clouds in the two sets of simulations. It
is seen that the total cloud mass is nearly the same with and
without feedback, suggesting that the total cloud mass is mainly
determined by the accretion, while the ratio of dense gas to
stellar mass seems to be mainly determined by the feedback.

Because the action of the feedback is very localized, it is
natural to expect, however, that the total mass may be more
strongly affected by the feedback when the size of the region
considered is smaller. Figure 14 shows the evolution of the
total mass in cylindrical regions centered in the three clouds we
have been considering. It is seen that the presence of feedback
causes significant fluctuations in the total mass, because both
the gas and the stellar particles can often leave the counting
box. Nevertheless, it is seen that in two (Cloud 2 and the

SFR close to KS

Dotted = feedback

Solid = no feedback

Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 2010: 
SFE= instantaneous star 
formation efficiency
HII feedback, ~104 M⊙ cloud

Background: Kennicutt 2008

The Schmidt Law: On its Universality and Implications 153

Figure 2. Disk-averaged SFR surface-density vs gas-density relation for nor-
mal and starburst galaxies, from a new study in progress. Solid points denote
luminous spiral and irregular galaxies with MB < −17, while fainter dwarf
irregular galaxies are shown as open circles. This corresponds to a transition
in gas-phase metallicity at about 0.2–0.3Z!. The solid line shows a slope
N = 1.4 for reference (not a fit to the data).

thors of these papers often suggest that CO underestimates the true molecular
gas content. However, other explanations are possible. The most intense star-
bursts could be observed at an evolved stage where UV radiation has dissociated
and dispersed much of the gas, or the Schmidt law in these systems could be
much steeper than in normal galaxies. I am hoping that we will be able to
distinguish between these alternatives when all of the data are analyzed, but in
any case we can identify at least one systematic source of scatter in the Schmidt
law, at least when a constant X-factor is assumed.

4. The Spatially Resolved Schmidt Law in Galaxies

One of the limitations of disk-averaged studies of the star formation law is that
many parameters apart from gas density and SFR vary systematically between
galaxies, so isolating underlying physical mechanisms for the observed star for-
mation laws can be problematic. Moreover the disk-integrated measurements av-
erage out enormous local variations in the gas and SFR surface densities within
disks and may well mask important behaviors that are only manifested on a
local scale. Fortunately the rapid advances in multi-wavelength observations of
nearby galaxies now make it possible to study the behavior of the star formation
law on a spatially resolved basis within galaxies, either as a function of radius
(azimuthally averaged) in disks or on a point by point basis.

Until recently the most comprehensive spatially resolved studies of galax-
ies were studies of radially averaged SFR and gas density profiles by Kennicutt
(1989) and Martin & Kennicutt (2001). These were based on Hα measurements,

Dobbs et al. 2011, kinetic + thermal 
feedback equal to supernovae
ε=0, order of magnitude too high
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Figure 4. Total star formation rate for each of our galaxy models in Table 1 as a function of time, both with feedback (⌘p = ⌘v = 1) and without. The timescales
are different in each model and correspond to the characteristic dynamical timescales in each system (longer in the more stable, dark-matter dominated systems;
see Table 1). Absent feedback (red dot-dashed line) the gas collapses on a dynamical time, leading to a SFR well in excess of that observed in similar systems;
the SFR then declines as the gas is exhausted. With stellar feedback, the SFR reaches an approximate equilibrium in which feedback maintains marginal
stability to gravitational collapse (Q ⇠ 1).

relative to the effective radius (for a Q ⇠ 1 disk, �Jeans ⇠ f 2
gas Re,

so ⇠ 100 times smaller here). As a result, the individual “clumps”
are much less prominent in the image, despite the fact that most
of the mass in the star-forming disk does lie in thousands of re-
solved “clouds” with masses ⇠ 104 �106 M�. The small gas frac-
tion also causes the disk to be significantly thinner in the edge-on
image: Q ⇠ 1 implies h ⇠ fgR for weakly self-gravitating disks
(e.g., Thompson et al. 2005). In future work (in preparation), we
will investigate the detailed structural properties of the ISM and
simulated GMC-analogues to compare them to observations of the
MW and local group galaxies.

The SMC-like model behaves quite differently from the Milky
Way model, although both are dark-matter dominated. The SMC
model is completely stable to global instabilities and thus forms
stars in a more uniformly distributed fashion. The ISM on these
scales is turbulent and patchy, with an irregular or (on large scales)
featureless structure, typical of observed dwarf galaxies. Despite
the low SFR of ⇠ 0.1M� yr�1, the turbulent velocities generated
by stellar feedback are sufficient to make the system quite “puffy”
and thick (given the weaker potential depth). Figure 1 shows that
individual star-forming regions are resolved with size scales of <
10pc.

Note that because the gas in this model is quite low-density,
the cooling times are long and energy input via supernovae and
stellar winds will have a significant effect on the gas morphology.
There are plain indications here that the present model, including
momentum from radiation pressure alone, is not a complete de-
scription of the ISM. For example, the temperature of the “diffuse”
ISM in all the galaxy models tends to be much too low. We show
this explicitly in Figure 3, where we plot the phase distribution of
the gas. The volume-filling gas distributed between dense clouds
is almost entirely “warm” (104 . T . 105 K), with negligible mass

in the characteristic “hot phase” of the ISM at T & 106 K (there is
some, generated by shocks, in the stronger HiZ and Sbc cases, but
even here it is less than a percent of the total gas mass). Some ad-
ditional heating mechanisms, such as SNe and “fast” stellar winds,
are probably critical to explain the full temperature structure of the
ISM. In future work we will investigate this in detail, with explicit
models for various heating terms; for now, we simply note that the
small mass fraction in the “hot” phase, while potentially important
for phenomena such as galactic winds, is unlikely to change the
structure of cold regions as it contains little mass and, even in MW-
like galaxies, contributes only ⇠ 10% to the typical ISM pressure
(Boulares & Cox 1990). We see in Figure 3 that the turbulent veloc-
ities are much larger in all dense gas than the thermal sound speeds
(and tend to be near-virial), making the detailed thermal structure
sub-dominant on these scales.

3.2 Star Formation Histories

Figure 4 shows the star formation history (galaxy-integrated star
formation rate [SFR] as a function of time) of each of our galaxy
models for the same feedback parameters used in Figure 1; we also
compare to simulations of the same galaxy models that include
cooling and star formation, but not stellar feedback.

In the models without feedback, the SFR increases to a peak
value on a single global dynamical time; the SFR remains at this
value until the gas in the disk is exhausted. The peak SFRs in the
simulations without feedback are a factor of & 10 larger than those
observed in the systems that motivate these galaxy models – the
observed values are ⇠ (50�300, 3�20, 2�4, 0.1�0.5)M� yr�1

for high-z non-merging SMGs (Forster Schreiber et al. 2009), low-z
non-merging LIRGs (Sanders & Mirabel 1996; Evans et al. 2009a),
the MW and similar-mass spirals at z = 0, and isolated SMC-mass

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Red=no feedback
Blue = feedback
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Figure 12. Measured ΣSFR as a function of ΣΩ for all models. The points and
error bars give mean values and standard deviations over t/torb = 2–3. The
dotted line shows our best fit ΣSFR = 0.008ΣΩ for an imposed unity slope,
and the dashed line shows the empirical result ΣSFR = 0.017ΣΩ of Kennicutt
(1998).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2001, 2007; McKee & Ostriker 2007). Figure 12 plots the mean
values of ΣSFR from our numerical models as a function of
ΣΩ. The dotted line is our best fit ΣSFR = 0.008ΣΩ for an
imposed unity slope, while the dashed line denotes the empirical
relation obtained by Kennicutt (1998), ΣSFR = 0.017ΣΩ. The
rms fractional deviation of the measurements compared to
the fit is 43%. In our simulations, the sites of star formation
are mainly small-scale dense clouds formed by local thermal
and gravitational instabilities, rather than very massive clouds
formed by large-scale instabilities. Thus, orbital and epicyclic
motions do not directly control star formation in our models.
Rather, the similarity between the behavior of ΣSFR and ΣΩ in
Figure 12 reflects the correlation of input parameters chosen for
our simulations: we set Ω ∝ Σ for all models, and since the
specific SFR increases with Σ, it also increases with Ω.

We next consider ΣSFR as a function of Σ, as shown in
Figure 13(a). Also plotted as filled and empty contours are the re-
cent pixel-by-pixel measurements of Bigiel et al. (2008, 2010)
for ΣSFR and Σ in the regions inside and outside the optical
radius, respectively, of nearby spiral and dwarf galaxies. Con-
sistent with the observational results for Σ ! 10 M" pc−2,
Figure 13(a) shows that there can be significant variation in
ΣSFR at a given value of Σ. A single power-law fit to the
numerical results gives ΣSFR = 2.2 × 10−3 M" kpc−2 yr−1

(Σ/10 M" pc−2)1.6 (not shown in Figure 13(a)), with 33% rms
fractional deviation. Although the power law we find is simi-
lar to empirical results, our simulations indicate that a single
power-law Kennicutt–Schmidt relation Σ ∝ Σ1+p is not a good
fit in outer-galaxy regions where Σ ! 10 M" pc−2 and diffuse
atomic gas dominates. Close inspection of Figure 13(a) shows

Figure 13. SFR surface density ΣSFR as a function of (a) Σ and (b) Σρ
1/2
sd for all models. The points and error bars give the mean and standard deviations over

t/torb = 2–3, respectively. In both panels, blue dotted, red dashed, black dot-dashed, and green long-dashed lines give the theoretical predictions obtained by solving
Equations (5), (11), and (35) simultaneously for s0 = 0.02, 0.07, 0.28, and 1.10, respectively. The parameters σz = 7 km s−1, α = 5, and tSF,GBC = 1.3 Gyr are
held fixed for these analytic comparisons, while ηth varies following the numerical fit in Equation (42) with frad = 1. Filled and empty contours in (a) show the
observational measurements in the regions inside (Bigiel et al. 2008) and outside (Bigiel et al. 2010) of the optical radius, respectively, for nearby spirals and dwarf
galaxies: the contour levels from dark to light correspond to 10%, 25%, 50%, and 75% of the data. With higher s0 and/or frad at low-Σ (not shown), the models can
match the observations beyond the optical radius. The black solid line in (b) denotes the power-law solution for ΣSFR in Equation (47). Note that ΣSFR is much better
correlated with the combination Σρ

1/2
sd than with Σ alone.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Feedback in action (1)
Cloud Destruction by Stellar Feedback 7

Figure 9. Cross-section images of the density field in the neighborhood of Cloud 2 in run LAF1, at times (in Myr) 20.59 (top left),
25.62 (top right), 30.1 (bottom left), and 34.86 (bottom right), showing the dispersal of the cloud. The black dots show the stellar
particles (SPs). The horizontal ruler shows a scale of 26.3 pc. Note that the density field is shown on an inclined cross section through
the simulation, but the SPs are shown in 3D space, so all particles in front to the density plane can be seen. Note the complete dispersal
of the cloud within 15 Myr.

cated, and thus neighboring cells were heated exclusively by
conduction, rather than by radiative heating. The value of
the rate at which the energy was dumped was chosen so
as to produce reasonably realistic HII regions. Additionally,
the cooling in the heated cell was turned off, since otherwise
most of energy would be radiated away in these initially very
dense cells. Thus, it is not feasible to directly compare the
results of our new simulations, with the PMRT scheme used
in the present paper. However, it is important to compare
the old prescription with the new one used in the present pa-
per in a controlled manner, to assess the differences induced
by the prescription, in addition to the differences induced
by the presence of a stellar IMF. Therefore, we have run an-
other LAF-type simulation, labeled LAFold, which uses the
old feedback prescription from Paper I, and in which all SPs
with M∗ > 10 M" inject thermal energy at a rate equal to
that used in Paper I.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the mass in dense gas,
the SFE, the stellar mass, and the total (dense gas plus stars)
mass for runs LAF1 (black solid lines), LAF0 (red dotted
lines) and LAFold (blue, short-dashed lines), together with
two other runs to be discussed in the next section (see Table
1). We see that the LAFold run does not disrupt the clouds,
in line with the results of Paper I.

4.3 The role of the most massive stars in the

destruction of the clouds

To assert the importance of the feedback of the massive stars
in the destruction of the clouds, two extra LAF models were
run, labeled LAF8 and LAF20. LAF8 (magenta long-dashed
lines in Fig. 10) is a run with the new feedback prescription,
but with all SPs with M∗ > 10 M" ionizing their surround-
ings as if they were a star of 8 M". LAF20 (cyan dot-dashed
lines), moreover, is a run similar to LAF1 but in this case
the feedback “saturates” at 20 M"; that is, all SPs with
M∗ < 20 M" have the feedback they should according to
their mass, but those SPs with M∗ ≥ 20 M" exert a feed-
back as if they were a star of 20 M".

From Fig. 10 we see that, like run LAFold, run LAF8
does not destroy the clouds; the mass in dense gas in the
whole simulated box (and in the individual clouds, not
shown) continues to increase. Run LAF20 is an intermediate
case between those runs in which clouds are not destroyed
and run LAF1: in run LAF20, the mass in dense gas reaches
a peak before the end of the evolution. Because the feedback
in run LAF20 is not as strong as it is in run LAF1, this max-
imun is reached few Myr later. This experiment demostrates

c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Feedback in action (3)

Dobbs et al. 2011: feedback largely determines the velocity dispersion of 
the gas in the disc
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Feedback in action (3)
Turbulent-like power spectra obtained

resolution. It is tempting to associate the objects within jzjP 1 kpc
with intermediate-velocity clouds (Wakker 2001). Neutral clouds
at even larger heights (jzjk1 kpc) may be identified as the tangent-
point clouds found throughout the inner Galaxy (Lockman 2002).
These clouds are thought to contain a large fraction of the neutral
gas in the Galactic halo. Given the crude approximationswemake
with regard to heating and cooling for the cold dense gas, we con-
sider this a reasonably successful test of the model.

At high altitudes (z k1 kpc), extremely hot diffuse gas in the
halo has very long cooling times tcool(n) ¼ 51/n"3 Myr, where
n"3 # n/(10"3 cm"3) if we take the cooling rate at T ¼ 106 K.
Avillez & Breitschwerdt (2004a) ran a similar model for a much
longer period (400 Myr) and showed that after t $ 70 Myr the
statistical properties related to the vertical distribution of gas do
not change appreciably.

Figure 3 shows how the gas density, temperature, pressure, and
metal particle density averaged over the x-y plane vary in the ver-
tical direction. For comparison, we show with the dot-dashed line
the observed vertical profile of gas,which is the sum of three com-
ponents, molecular (Clemens et al. 1988), neutral (Dickey &
Lockman 1990), and ionized (Reynolds 1991) gases. The aver-
age density near the galactic midplane in our model is higher than
the observed value by a factor of 2Y3, while the density is some-
what underpredicted at a few disk scale heights (0.1 kpc P jzjP
0.5 kpc). Uncertainties in observations are large; see, e.g., Figure 10
of Dickey&Lockman (1990). The discrepancy, if real, implies that
SN driving alone cannot quite provide the necessary support in the
vertical direction to explain the observed distribution of gas.Addi-
tional components of pressure, e.g., from the magnetic field and
cosmic rays, are expected to contribute significantly (Boulares &
Cox1990).Compared to our initial isothermal density profile (Fig. 3,

dotted line) in equation (3), a larger amount of gas is present at
high altitudes (jzjk0:5 kpc) due to the presence of a galactic foun-
tain (Fig. 2).

Since outflow boundary conditions are used at the top and bot-
tom surfaces, once the gas escapes with vz > 0, it never returns to
the box. For the Galactic SN rate, only a negligible fraction of the

Fig. 2.—Vertical slices of the density (left), temperature (second from left), pressure (third from left), z-component of the velocity ( fourth from left), and column density
of gas (!y ¼

R
! dy) at t ¼ 79:3 Myr (right). The large shells seen at z > 0:5 kpc are due to two high-altitude Type I SNe that exploded 3.9 and 1.5 Myr ago. Note the

presence of round cloudlets in the second and fourth panels about 100Y250 pc away from the Galactic plane. They are fragmented (super)shells, falling toward the
midplane at several tens of km s"1. Filaments of neutral gas are found up to %2 kpc away from the midplane. Note that only the inner 2 kpc of our 10 kpc vertical grid is
shown.

Fig. 3.—Vertical profiles of the gas density (top left), temperature (top right),
pressure (bottom right), andmetal density at t ¼ 79:3Myr averaged over x-y planes
at constant heights (bottom left). In the top left panel, the dotted line represents our
initial isothermal density profile, while the dot-dashed line shows the ob-
served vertical profile of gas, which is the sum of molecular, neutral, and ionized
gases. The inset displays an expanded view of the region near the midplane,
zj j & 1 kpc.

SUPERNOVA-DRIVEN ISM 1271No. 2, 2006

smallest cubic subboxes, with 3.91 pc on a side, and red to the
largest subboxes, with 125 pc on a side.

We find that most of the simulation volume is occupied by low-
density gas due to SN feedback, in accord with Slyz et al. (2005),
who simulated turbulent ISMmodels in a nonstratified (1.28 kpc)3

box with periodic boundary conditions and !10 pc resolution.
Stellar feedback and/or self-gravity of gas were included in some
of their models. In terms of the density PDF, they found that
(1) the models without stellar feedback showed lognormal PDFs
with a single peak, (2) a power-law tail developed in the high-
density end when self-gravity was included, and (3) the PDF be-
came markedly bimodal when stellar feedback was included,
regardless of whether self-gravity was included or not.

Although our PDF is not bimodal, there is a hint of a broad peak
near n ¼ 10 cm#3 for the (thermally stable) cold high-density gas.
It is controversial whether this part of the PDF can be approxi-
mated by a lognormal function. Using 2D simulations including
heating, cooling, and self-gravity, Wada &Norman (2001) claim
the high-density end of their density PDFs is well fitted by a log-
normal function (see their Fig. 16). In contrast, several numerical
experiments that included either self-gravity of gas or a non-
isothermal equation of state (! 6¼ 1) reported that high-density
tails develop in nonisothermal cases (Scalo et al. 1998; Li et al.
2003). Although a lognormal density PDF is a natural outcome for
isothermal gas (Passot & Vázquez-Semadeni 1998), support for
such a PDF for nonisothermal cases remains weak.

The one-point density PDF does not contain information on
how dense regions or voids are connected in space. For this reason,
the cloudmass spectrum cannot be derived from the density PDF
alone, as Scalo et al. (1998) point out. To supplement the density
PDF, we attempt two methods of analysis. First, the left panel of
Figure 7 shows how the density PDF changes as the subbox size
increases. That the PDFs show markedly different shapes attests
to the importance of specifying the smoothing scale with which
the density PDF is measured. More significantly, the Jeans mass
MJ and the density threshold for gravitational collapse "th also
change as a function of scale (see Fig. 10). Despite the fact that
we do not fully understand what determines the shapes of the
PDFs as the subbox size increases, this clearly has implications
for gravitational collapse, as we explore in x 4.

3.3.2. Power Spectrum

The other method to characterize density fluctuations is to use
second-order statistics such as the autocorrelation function or its
Fourier transform (FT), the power spectrum. (This is the usual def-
inition of ‘‘power spectrum’’ in astronomy. In other fields, it is

sometimes defined as the FT of the second-order structure func-
tion.) Our computation box is periodic in the x and y directions,
but nonperiodic in z, while fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) assume
periodicity in all directions. Hence, before taking FFTs, we apply
to the z-components of the variables the Hanning window defined
by w(z) ¼ (1/2) 1þ cos (2#z/Lz)½ &, where Lz is the vertical extent
of the box used for the FFT (0.5 kpc) and #Lz/2 ' z < Lz/2.
While the velocity power spectrum in an incompressible me-

dium jv(x)j2 has the clear physical meaning of specific kinetic
energy (see the discussion of Parseval’s theorem in x 3.4), "(x)2
does not. If the density PDF turns out to be lognormal and if s (
log " can be taken as a Gaussian random variable, a power spec-
trum of s can completely specify the density distribution. Even
though this is not the case (see Fig. 7, left), the density power
spectrum is nevertheless useful for comparison with previous nu-
merical models.
The density power spectrum of an explosion-driven, strongly

compressible medium is displayed in the left panel of Figure 8.
Its shape contrasts drastically with its counterpart in a weakly com-
pressible medium, where density fluctuations behave as a tracer
field and possess a Kolmogorov spectrum (Lithwick&Goldreich

Fig. 7.—Probability density functions for the gas density (left), temperature (middle), and pressure of gas near the midplane (jzj ' 125 pc; right), taken from eight
snapshots spanning 7.0 Myr (from 72.3 to 79.3 Myr). The size of the subboxes (kernels) used to construct the PDFs increases by a factor of 2 from black (1.95 pc) to red
(125 pc). The temperature PDF (middle) demonstrates the extent to which the classical three-phase medium description is valid. The pressure PDF (right) shows that there
is as much volume below the average pressure as there is above it.

Fig. 8.—Left: Angle-averaged density power spectrum, displaying a wide
peak around kL/2# ) 20. The box size L ¼ 0:5 kpc. The power falls off at large
wavenumbers (small wavelengths) due to numerical diffusion. Right:Kinetic en-
ergy spectrum (solid line) and angle-averaged velocity power spectrum (dotted line).
The kinetic energy is distributed over a wide range of wavenumbers. There is no
single effective driving scale, unlike in Kolmogorov’s idealized picture of incom-
pressible turbulence. We find that 90% of the total kinetic energy is contained in
wavelengths k ' 190 pc. Because of the highly intermittent density structure, the
velocity power spectrum is not parallel to the kinetic energy spectrum, especially
at large scales. To guide the eye, two straight lines are plotted, the Kolmogorov
energy spectrum (dashed line) and the spectrum containing an equal amount of
energy per decade (double-dot-dashed line).
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Supernovae in a 3D box

also Bournaud et al. 2010

Find power spectra arising from 
gravity, though without feedback, 
the spectra becomes unrealistic 
with time

6 Bournaud et al.
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Figure 5. Probability distribution function (PDF) of the gas
density ρ at t = 254 Myr in the model with feedback. The dashed
curve is a log normal profile centered on ρmax = 53 cm−3 and
of standard deviation ∆=1.27 in a base-10 log PDF (see text for
details). The dotted line is for the simulation with reduced reso-
lution (section 3.5). This PDF was measured within a cylindrical
box of radius 5 kpc and height 2 kpc. The peak at low densities
corresponds to low density gas in the hot halo.

Figure 6. Power spectrum of the face-on gas surface density
in the model with feedback, at t = 254 Myr (dark), 261 Myr
(green), 268 Myr (blue) and 275 Myr (red). The wavenumber
unit is 4.70× 10−4 pc−1.

slopes of −2.9 on small scales and −1.8 on large scales. The
transition occurring around the gas disk scale-height. Only
the smallest scales below 10 pc significantly differ from the
model with star formation and feedback (see section 3.3).

Our simulations produce a density structure that has
about the power spectrum observed for the ISM in the
LMC and other nearby galaxies. The power spectrum shows
a break between a −2 power law and a −3 power law,
with the transition occurring at scales around the gas disk
scale-height, as usually speculated in observations (e.g.,
Elmegreen et al. 2001; Dutta et al. 2009). In the following,
we study the velocity structure to understand the nature of
the motions in the two regimes of the density distribution.

Figure 7. Velocity power spectrum for the three separate com-
ponents Vr , Vθ and Vz , at t = 254 Myr (LMC-sized model with
stellar feedback). The conversion of wavenumbers into linear size
is as on Fig. 6.

Figure 9. Face-on gas density snapshot at t = 268 Myr, with
a 7 × 4 kpc field of view, in the LMC-sized model with stellar
feedback.

3.2 Velocity structure

3.2.1 Velocity fields and power spectra

Maps of the in-plane radial velocity component Vr and per-
pendicular component Vz are shown on Figure 8 for the same
snapshot as Figures 3 and 4, all at t = 254 Myr. Another
instant (t = 268 Myr) is shown on Figure 9 for the gas den-
sity and Figure 10 for the velocity maps. The velocity maps
are shown for the total velocity components, and for the low
wavenumbers k < 50 (λ > 300 pc) and the high wavenum-
bers k > 200 (λ < 70 pc) separately. This separates the two
regimes identified on the density power spectrum, where the
transition occurs at k " 100 or λ " 150 pc. These maps were
built by zeroing the low-k or high-k components in the result
of a Fourier transform of the velocity field, and recovering
the velocities through an inverse Fourier transform.

The power spectrum of the three velocity components
Vr, Vθ and Vz is shown on Figure 7. A single power law is
found for the in-plane components. The perpendicular ve-
locity Vz follows the same power law on small scales, but its
power spectrum flattens on large scales, with a transition
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Giant Molecular clouds 9

Cloud Mass No. particles ↵ Location at Nature of cloud Nature of cloud
(105 M�) T0 = 250 Myr evolution dispersal

Cloud380 20 6386 2.9 Spiral arm (R=3.1 kpc) forms from and disperses into smaller clouds shear + feedback
Cloud788 1.7 559 3.7 Spiral arm (R=4.3 kpc) remains of, and progenitor of more massive cloud feedback
Cloud877 3.1 999 1.8 Spiral arm (R=4.1 kpc) forms from and disperses into smaller clouds shear + unbound
Cloud355 0.96 305 3.6 Inter-arm (R=3.3 kpc) remains of more massive GMC shear + unbound
Cloud159 2.7 863 2.7 Outer disc (R= 8.3 kpc) forms from and disperses into smaller clouds unbound
Cloud1198 13 4291 0.8 Spiral arm (R=3.4 kpc) remains of more massive GMC feedback

Table 1. The different clouds examined in this paper. Outer disc refers to the outer region of the disc (R > 5 kpc) where the spiral pattern is not particularly
strong. The inner part of the disc is divided into spiral arm and inter-arm. Due to the complexity of determining cloud dispersal, the final column is somewhat
speculative, but is based on Figure 5, ↵, the shapes of the clouds, and number / distribution of nearby feedback events (see also text).

Figure 9. The age distribution of stars which have formed from the con-
stituent gas of Cloud380 (top) and Clouds 159 and 355 (lower) are shown.
The distributions of ages are calculated at 250 Myr.

5.2.3 Cloud355

Cloud355 is the remains of a more massive (⇠ 2.9⇥ 105 M�) spi-
ral arm cloud. Cloud355 is situated in a spur, and simply becomes
more sheared out with time. There are a couple of feedback events
between 250 and 260 Myr during the evolution of Cloud355, but
probably the main mechanism of dispersal is shear. Both Cloud355
and Cloud877 are unbound, and less massive, so they can more
quickly disperse.

5.2.4 Cloud159

Cloud159 appears to form and disperse in a similar manner to
Cloud380, i.e. from the accumulation of smaller clouds, and disper-
sal into smaller clouds. However as Cloud159 lies at a much larger
radius (8.3 kpc), shear is less likely to be able to disrupt the cloud
(and would do so on a longer timescale, see Figure 5). In addition,
there are no feedback events close to when the cloud disperses (un-
like Cloud380), so feedback is unlikely to be responsible for cloud
dispersal. Cloud159 appears relatively elongated (⇠ 100 pc ⇥20
pc) and splits into two at the narrowest point of the cloud. In fact,
Cloud159 forms from two clouds which adjoin, and then split apart
again (consequently Cloud159 only has a very short life, of around
5 Myr). This suggests the larger scale gas dynamics are determin-
ing the evolution of Cloud159. The mass of the continuation of
Cloud159 is shown in Figure 5. Similar to the other 105 M� clouds,
the lifetime is relatively short. The mass reduces less steeply with
time, possibly because the cloud is subject to less shear.

5.2.5 Cloud1198

Cloud1198 is the remains of a more massive (⇠ 2⇥106 M�) cloud.
Cloud1198 has the longest lifetime, exceeding the duration of the
40 Myr time period we consider (this is the only such example).
Unlike Cloud380, even by 270 Myr Cloud1198 is not particularly
elongated, and only one relatively small cloud has broken away,
although the mass of Cloud1198 is decreasing. This suggests that
feedback is slowly dispersing the cloud. This cloud is also the most
bound of those we study individually, and presumably shear and
large scale motions are not effective mechanisms for dispersing the
cloud.

5.2.6 Ages and star formation of clouds

In Figures 8 and 9 we show the star formation histories for some
of these lower mass clouds. Figure 8 (lower panel) again shows a
higher number of stars formed around 250 Myr. There is a peak
in the star formation rate for between about 5 and 10 Myr, again
suggesting that a ‘lifetime’ of these clouds would be several Myr.
However there are still a number of stars being formed after 255
Myr, showing that some of the gas is then accreting onto other
clouds and continuing a small amount of star formation. The mass
of stars formed from 245 to 255 Myr is ⇠ 1500 M� for Cloud159
and Cloud788, which gives a relatively low efficiency of . 1 %.

Figure 9 (lower panel) shows the age distribution of stars in
Cloud159 (the distribution is similar for Cloud788 and Cloud877).
The distribution is more strongly peaked at young ages, compared
to the more massive Cloud380, and thus more closely resembles

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

Clouds marked simply ‘unbound’, or ‘shear+unbound’, are not 
associated with much recent stellar feedback themselves, but still 
have relatively high velocity dispersions

- shear can also be important for disrupting clouds

Dobbs & Pringle 2013

Feedback in action (3)
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Unbound clouds

Virial parameters higher with feedback - a majority of clouds 
unbound 
Unbound clouds help reduce star formation, but alone probably 
too small fraction to explain low star formation rates
Also unboundedness ultimately linked to feedback
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Figure 16. Linewidth-size relation of GMCs in our standard simulations of each galaxy model. We randomly sample clouds in time for each disk model. We
only show clouds with > 100 member particles and sizes > 5 softening lengths (this determines the low-mass cutoff in the plots). We compare observations
from local-group galaxies Bolatto et al. (2008, filled points), with typical best-fit power-laws � / R0.5�0.6 (dotted lines). For the HiZ case, we compare typical
properties of very massive clumps observed in Forster Schreiber et al. (2009); Förster Schreiber et al. (2011) (open points). Because GMCs are short-lived,
these scalings essentially reflect the initial collapse conditions, and so are relatively insensitive to feedback.
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Figure 17. Predicted distribution of GMC virial parameters (the ratio of
kinetic to potential energy; eqn. 13). We plot the distribution for all disk
models together, since the individual results are very similar. Once sufficient
feedback exists to resist collapse and make clouds relatively short-lived, all
models equilibrate at marginal binding (↵⇠ 1 and is only weakly correlated
with feedback strength); With no feedback, however, clouds are much more
tightly bound, with global ↵< 0.1.

clouds, but also projection effects, since the clouds are highly non-
circular. This is all expected, since we argued above that clumps
dissociate before they can become strongly bound or globally con-
tract much.

Within each cloud, there is a broad dispersion as well of “lo-
cal” virial parameters. Much of the diffuse material at hni is actu-
ally un-bound (at least ⇠half the material is at ↵> 1, and can reach
↵ ⇠ 10� 100). The bulk velocity of this material, in the center of
mass frame of the GMC, exceeds the cloud escape velocity. This
material is associated with the clump only in a transient sense (e.g.
from turbulent compression, shocks, outflows from dense regions,
or convergent flows). But dense clumps with local n > 104 cm�3

(the regions that will actually form stars, but a small mass fraction)
tend to be bound. This is similar to what has been inferred from
observations of GMC complexes (e.g. Heyer et al. 2001). Quanti-
tatively, we can consider the “true” ↵true (calculated knowing the
actual true kinetic and potential energy relative to the cloud cen-
ter of mass for every gas particle) for two separate populations:
the cloud “cores” (for convenience, gas inside the spherical half-
mass radius with relative velocity below the median of the clump

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Hopkins et al. 2012

also find that distribution of virial parameters shifts to 
lower / higher values with / without feedback

(but see Van Loo et al. 2013, unbound clouds without feedback)

Virial parameters of clouds
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Does it matter how feedback is included?

Agertz et al. 2013

(e.g. supernovae)

The Astrophysical Journal, 770:25 (26pp), 2013 June 10 Agertz et al.

Figure 11. Star formation histories for the isolated galactic disk simulation. Top left: the impact of various feedback sources, in the “straight injection” implementation
of feedback. The strongest suppression of star formation is in simulations that include early momentum injection, especially momentum due to radiation pressure.
Thermal energy feedback has a sub-dominant effect due to short cooling times in dense gas. Top right: the impact of increasing the infrared optical depth to a fixed
value of τIR = 10 or 30. τIR = 10 reduces the SFR by ∼30%, while boosting radiation pressure using τIR = 30 suppresses the SFR by another factor of 2–3 compared
to the fiducial ALL run, and a factor of ∼5–10 compared to the case of no feedback. If the embedded IR trapping phase is prolonged from tcl = 3 Myr to 6 Myr,
the asymptotic SFRs are suppressed by a factor of ∼2 compared to the fiducial model. Bottom left: the impact of delaying cooling in the local gas around newborn
star particles for tcool = 10 and 40 Myr. Note that delaying cooling for such values of tcool results in a similar suppression of SFR compared to the radiation pressure
momentum injection with large values of τIR. For example, SFR ≈ 2 M# yr−1 for tcool = 40 Myr, which is similar to the SFR for run with τIR = 30 shown in the
top-right panel. Bottom right: the impact of assigning some fraction ffb of the feedback energy to an energy variable Efb that dissipates on longer timescales tdis than
expected from cooling in the dense gas. Even if only 10% of the energy is assumed to dissipate over tdis = 1 Myr, SFR is suppressed by ∼30%. If the energy fraction is
increased to ffb = 0.5, and/or dissipation occurs over longer timescale tdis ! 10 Myr, we find a significant impact on star formation, as the SFR approaches a steady
rate of ∼1 M# yr−1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

quantities averaged over azimuthal bins of width ∆r = 720 pc,
and are calculated from simulation snapshots in the time range
240–300 Myr. Shown also is the THINGS data from Bigiel et al.
(2008)14 and the galaxy-scale average relation from Kennicutt
(1998). The Bigiel et al. (2008) relation is derived for kiloparsec-
sized patches, and is hence a more comparison to our simulated
data.

Without feedback, simulations adopting εff = 1% are consis-
tent with the Kennicutt (1998) relation. However, at high Σgas,

14 Surface densities are corrected by a factor of 1.36 to account for helium.

the adopted nonlinear star formation relation (ρ̇∗ ∝ ρ1.5) over-
shoots the observed, less steep relation of Bigiel et al. (2008). In
runs with no feedback, the normalization of the ΣSFR −Σgas rela-
tion scales linearly with the assumed value of εff , while in runs
with feedback (the ALL model) the amplitude of the relation
changes by a factor of at most two for values of εff that differ by
a factor of 10. However, data points at the largest values of Σgas,
corresponding to the galactic center in the analyzed simulation
snapshots, are less affected by feedback and the difference in
amplitude for runs with different εff persists in these regions.
We note that in runs with εff = 1%, the KS relation with and
without feedback is similar.
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Does it matter how feedback is included?

Agertz et al. 2013

(e.g. supernovae)

See also Stinson et al. 2013, Friday’s beer discussion 

Delayed input of energy - less effective (just supernovae)

Initial input of energy, or energy added over time OK
(rad. pressure, winds + 
supernovae)
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Figure 11. Star formation histories for the isolated galactic disk simulation. Top left: the impact of various feedback sources, in the “straight injection” implementation
of feedback. The strongest suppression of star formation is in simulations that include early momentum injection, especially momentum due to radiation pressure.
Thermal energy feedback has a sub-dominant effect due to short cooling times in dense gas. Top right: the impact of increasing the infrared optical depth to a fixed
value of τIR = 10 or 30. τIR = 10 reduces the SFR by ∼30%, while boosting radiation pressure using τIR = 30 suppresses the SFR by another factor of 2–3 compared
to the fiducial ALL run, and a factor of ∼5–10 compared to the case of no feedback. If the embedded IR trapping phase is prolonged from tcl = 3 Myr to 6 Myr,
the asymptotic SFRs are suppressed by a factor of ∼2 compared to the fiducial model. Bottom left: the impact of delaying cooling in the local gas around newborn
star particles for tcool = 10 and 40 Myr. Note that delaying cooling for such values of tcool results in a similar suppression of SFR compared to the radiation pressure
momentum injection with large values of τIR. For example, SFR ≈ 2 M# yr−1 for tcool = 40 Myr, which is similar to the SFR for run with τIR = 30 shown in the
top-right panel. Bottom right: the impact of assigning some fraction ffb of the feedback energy to an energy variable Efb that dissipates on longer timescales tdis than
expected from cooling in the dense gas. Even if only 10% of the energy is assumed to dissipate over tdis = 1 Myr, SFR is suppressed by ∼30%. If the energy fraction is
increased to ffb = 0.5, and/or dissipation occurs over longer timescale tdis ! 10 Myr, we find a significant impact on star formation, as the SFR approaches a steady
rate of ∼1 M# yr−1.
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What about star formation triggered by 
supernovae etc.?

Ntormousi et 

al. 2011: 

2 adjacent 

supernovae 

bubbles

Fig. 2.— Superbubble collision snapshots in a uniform diffuse medium. Plotted on the top panels is the
logarithm of the hydrogen number density in log(cm−3) and on the bottom panels the logarithm of the gas
temperature in log(K). Left: 3 Myrs after star formation, right: 7 Myrs after star formation
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Fig. 2.— Integrated intensity images showing subregions of interest in GSH 287+04–17. Greyscale

images are Hi and pink contours are 12CO(J=1–0). The velocity integration ranges and contour

levels are as follows: (a1) �26.5 < v
lsr

< �19.9 km s�1, 1.5+3.0 K km s�1; (a2) �23.2 < v
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<
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< �10.8 km s�1, 1.5+3.0 K km s�1. Panels (a1) and (b) show the regions referred to

in the text as the ‘approaching limb complex’ and ‘high latitude complex’, respectively. CO clouds

labelled 1 and 2 indicate those specifically referred to as ‘embedded’ and ‘o↵set’ in the text.
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LMC: responsible for only few % 
of clouds (Dawson, et al. 2013)

gas would form stars anyway, 
in absence of feedback
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Spiral shocks

• Triggering star formation vs rearranging molecular clouds

 - Roberts (1969): spiral shock triggering of star formation

 - Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1986): ‘Do density waves trigger 
star formation?’ 

 - star formation in arms versus inter-arms: Eden et al. 
(2012), Foyle et al (2010) find no difference

 - but correlation of Hα and shock strength (Seigar & James 
2002)

• Also a potential source of random motions
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Spiral shocks
• Spiral shocks increase velocity dispersion (see also Bonnell et al. 2005, 
Kim, Kim & Ostriker 2006)

The star formation rate and surface density 9

Figure 8. The estimated star formation rate is shown versus the

strength of the spiral potential when ⌃ = 4 M� pc�2 (Models A,

E, F and G). The star formation remains fairly constant as the
strength of the potential increases.

Figure 9. The velocity dispersion is shown against mass for each

bound clump, from the simulations with di↵erent shock strengths.
The velocity dispersions exhibit higher values at higher shock

strengths. Best fit lines are also shown through each set of points

to illustrate that they are o↵set.

somewhat higher star formation rate in the spiral arms at
higher shock strengths (see Section 3.6).

We illustrate the velocity dispersion increase further in
Fig. 10, where the velocity dispersion is plotted against az-
imuth. The particles used to calculate the dispersion are
selected from a ring of width 200 pc at a radius of 7.5 kpc.
The velocity dispersion of the gas in the spiral arms gener-
ally increases as the shock becomes stronger.

3.6 Star formation in spiral arm and interarm
regions

As described above, the star formation rate, or mass of
bound gas, increases with surface density, but does not vary
significantly with spiral shock strength. Here we investigate
whether the degree of star formation in the spiral arms com-
pared to inter-arm regions varies according to surface den-

Figure 10. The velocity dispersion is plotted against azimuth
for the calculation with di↵erent shock strengths. The velocity

dispersion becomes greater in the spiral shock as the strength of

the shock increases.

sity or shock strength. Gas within a 1 kpc wide extent cov-
ering the spiral arms is assumed to be spiral arm material.
Figure 11 shows the percentage of bound gas in the spiral
arms versus surface density (blue crosses) and the strength
of the potential (red diamonds). In these simulations, be-
tween 65 and 90 per cent of the bound gas is located in the
spiral arms. The percentage of bound gas in the spiral arms
decreases with surface density. This indicates that at lower
mean surface densities, the self-gravity of the gas becomes
more important compared to the strength of the shock. Pos-
sibly at high surface densities, gravitational instabilities lead
to bound gas in the interarm regions. However the greatest
contribution to the interarm bound gas is from gas which
has become bound in the spiral arms, and remains mainly
bound in the interarm region.

The percentage of bound gas which is located in the
arms increases with spiral shock strength. Thus a higher
degree of star formation is likely to occur in the spiral arms
for the models with a stronger spiral potential. Though as
discussed in the previous section, the total star formation
rate does not change significantly, instead as suggested by
Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1986), there is more star formation
in the spiral arms simply because more of the gas is there.

The mass of bound gas is calculated using the kinetic,
thermal and magnetic energies. If only the kinetic energy
is used, comparatively more bound gas lies in the interarm
regions. However the trends shown on Fig. 11 do not change.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the degree to which the relationship
between the star formation rate per unit area and the surface
density of the ISM in a star-forming galaxy can be under-
stood in terms of simple input assumptions.

We model the ISM as a self-gravitating, two-phase
medium, with one half the mass at a fixed cool tempera-
ture of T = 100K, as a proxy for H

2

, and the other half
at a fixed warm temperature T = 104K, as a proxy for Hi.
We estimate (Section 2.2) the local star formation rate in

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11

F=strength of spiral shock F=strength of spiral shock
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Figure 11 shows the percentage of bound gas in the spiral
arms versus surface density (blue crosses) and the strength
of the potential (red diamonds). In these simulations, be-
tween 65 and 90 per cent of the bound gas is located in the
spiral arms. The percentage of bound gas in the spiral arms
decreases with surface density. This indicates that at lower
mean surface densities, the self-gravity of the gas becomes
more important compared to the strength of the shock. Pos-
sibly at high surface densities, gravitational instabilities lead
to bound gas in the interarm regions. However the greatest
contribution to the interarm bound gas is from gas which
has become bound in the spiral arms, and remains mainly
bound in the interarm region.

The percentage of bound gas which is located in the
arms increases with spiral shock strength. Thus a higher
degree of star formation is likely to occur in the spiral arms
for the models with a stronger spiral potential. Though as
discussed in the previous section, the total star formation
rate does not change significantly, instead as suggested by
Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1986), there is more star formation
in the spiral arms simply because more of the gas is there.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the degree to which the relationship
between the star formation rate per unit area and the surface
density of the ISM in a star-forming galaxy can be under-
stood in terms of simple input assumptions.

We model the ISM as a self-gravitating, two-phase
medium, with one half the mass at a fixed cool tempera-
ture of T = 100K, as a proxy for H

2

, and the other half
at a fixed warm temperature T = 104K, as a proxy for Hi.
We estimate (Section 2.2) the local star formation rate in

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11

F=strength of spiral shock F=strength of spiral shock

amount of bound gas stays the same
but these calculations did not include stellar feedback Dobbs & Pringle 2009
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sity or shock strength. Gas within a 1 kpc wide extent cov-
ering the spiral arms is assumed to be spiral arm material.
Figure 11 shows the percentage of bound gas in the spiral
arms versus surface density (blue crosses) and the strength
of the potential (red diamonds). In these simulations, be-
tween 65 and 90 per cent of the bound gas is located in the
spiral arms. The percentage of bound gas in the spiral arms
decreases with surface density. This indicates that at lower
mean surface densities, the self-gravity of the gas becomes
more important compared to the strength of the shock. Pos-
sibly at high surface densities, gravitational instabilities lead
to bound gas in the interarm regions. However the greatest
contribution to the interarm bound gas is from gas which
has become bound in the spiral arms, and remains mainly
bound in the interarm region.

The percentage of bound gas which is located in the
arms increases with spiral shock strength. Thus a higher
degree of star formation is likely to occur in the spiral arms
for the models with a stronger spiral potential. Though as
discussed in the previous section, the total star formation
rate does not change significantly, instead as suggested by
Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1986), there is more star formation
in the spiral arms simply because more of the gas is there.

The mass of bound gas is calculated using the kinetic,
thermal and magnetic energies. If only the kinetic energy
is used, comparatively more bound gas lies in the interarm
regions. However the trends shown on Fig. 11 do not change.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the degree to which the relationship
between the star formation rate per unit area and the surface
density of the ISM in a star-forming galaxy can be under-
stood in terms of simple input assumptions.

We model the ISM as a self-gravitating, two-phase
medium, with one half the mass at a fixed cool tempera-
ture of T = 100K, as a proxy for H

2

, and the other half
at a fixed warm temperature T = 104K, as a proxy for Hi.
We estimate (Section 2.2) the local star formation rate in

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11

• Offsets increased densities in spiral arms
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Spiral shocks
With feedback

still find similar star formation rate in galaxies with and without spiral 
arms

Dobbs et al. 2011

No spiral component of potential
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Spiral shocks

but spiral arms do impact size / masses of the clouds
see talks by Annie Hughes, Sharon Meidt

Role of spiral arms to gather up gas into more massive clouds 
(see Elmegreen & Elmegreen 86, Stark et al. 87, Vogel et al. 88)

Dobbs et al. 2011
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Magnetic fields

Pakmor & Springel (2013), see also Wang & 
Abel (2009)

small reduction in star formation rate

do not acquire such high resolution 

Simulations of magnetic fields in isolated disk galaxies 9

Figure 8. Gas density and magnetic field at t = 1Gyr. Top two rows show projections, bottom rows slices through the center of the

galaxy. The left column shows the density for the simulation with a mass resolution of 2.1 ⇥ 105 M� without a magnetic field. Center

and left column show density and magnetic energy (for the projection) and magnetic field (on the slice) for the simulation with the same
resolution but an initial magnetic seed field of 10�9 G.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

see also Padoan & 
Nordlund 2011, 
Christoph’s talk, 
find stronger 
dependence on B

Simulations of magnetic fields in isolated disk galaxies 7

Figure 6. Time evolution of di↵erent quantities of a 1012 M� galaxy with (black lines) and without magnetic field (black lines) for a

mass resolution of 2.1 ⇥ 105 M�. The top left panel shows the total baryonic mass in stars and gas (straight line) and the gas mass
(dashed line) within a radius of 15 kpc. The top right panel shows the thermal pressure (dashed line), the magnetic pressure (dotted

line) and the total pressure (straight line). The pressure is calculated as volume-weighted average in a sphere of radius 15 kpc around the

center of the galaxy. The bottom left panel contains the volume-weighted average root mean square of the absolute value of the magnetic
field within a radius of 15 kpc. Finally, the bottom right panel shows the total star formation rate in the whole simulation.

simulations. In this mode, the mesh-generating points, which
define the Voronoi cells, are moved with the local fluid ve-
locity, subject to small corrections to keep the shape of cells
reasonably regular. In addition, we use refinement and dere-
finement operations where needed to ensure that the mass
of the cells always stays within a certain narrow range: if a
cell contains more than twice or less than half of the desired
average mass per cell, we split it into two cells or merge it
with its neighbours, respectively. The refinement and dere-
finement operations are carried out as described in Springel
(2010) and Vogelsberger et al. (2012).

The gas is allowed to cool radiatively, which eventually
causes the rotating gas sphere to develop a strong cooling
flow and to form a rotationally supported disk inside-out
at the centre. For simplicity, we only include atomic cool-
ing by helium and hydrogen, ignoring molecules or metals.
Therefore, the gas can only cool down to a temperature of
104 K. We include star formation and supernova feedback by
means of a simple sub-resolution model (Springel & Hern-
quist 2003). This model assumes that star formation and
associated supernova feedback lead to a self-regulated multi-
phase interstellar medium in which cold molecular clouds are

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Gas Accretion / Cloud-Cloud collisions

 Continuous gas accretion can be a source of energy to clouds (Klessen 
& Hennebelle 2010, Goldbaum et al. 2011)

 Collisions increase velocity dispersion (Thomasson et al. 1991, Bonnell 
et al. 2006, Dobbs & Bonnell 2007)

- but also dissipative (Thomasson et al. 1991, Roberts & Stewart 1987, Silk 
& Norman 2009) 

 Collisions may induce star formation (Tan 2000, Higuchi et al. 2010)

- alternative interpretation of Schmidt-Kennicutt relation (Kennicutt 
1989, Wyse 1986, Wyse & Silk 1989, Tan 2000, 2010)
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Cloud-Cloud collisions

Cloud-cloud collisions at different Mach numbers - structure due to NTSI       
black points = sink particles

- very different levels of star formation: role of collisions unclear

- global simulations cannot attain anywhere near this resolution

McLeod et al., 2013, in prep.

 see also 
Lattanzio & 
Henriksen 1986

colliding flows, 
e.g. Heitsch
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A second issue: Gas depletion

Gas still expected to run out in ~2 Gyr

• Need accretion rate of ~few M⊙pc-2 to maintain 
Galactic star formation rate (e.g  Fraternali & 
Tomasseti 2012)

• accretion regulated star formation (e.g. Genzel et 
al. 2010, Papovich et al. 2011, Fraternali & Tomassetti 
2012, Feldmann 2013)
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Conclusions

 Feedback on large scales is required to obtain global star 
formation rates comparable to KS relation

 Spiral shocks appear to have only a small effect

 On longer timescales, SFR must be regulated by external 
accretion

 About magnetic fields & cloud collisions there is no clear 
picture
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